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Abstract: The implementation of the german energy transition (Energiewende) is unclear in its configuration
and timeframe. The future of the transition depends on more than factors such as technological development,
economic feasibility and political framing. Rather, society maintaining a positive attitude by society and its understanding is significant. Therefore, effectively communicating the complex process of energy transition is essential. For preserving the variety of aspects and the multitude of perspectives in this open process we choose
the format of a serious game. We explain why we think developing serious games can be an appropriate tool for
that purpose. Contrary to existing games on that topic, we focused on motives, attitudes and their implications in
a world full of contradictions and caprices in everyday life. We created an innovative Adventure, which focusses
on the energy transition. This topic represents a challenge because it bears complex interrelations (technical,
political, social) and strong polarization in debate. In order to achieve a compelling game experience as well as
a learning outcome we use a set of characters to represent different attitudes. While dealing with job-related
and day-to-day tasks, the characters run into the dilemma of foiling their commitment to sustainability. In the
quest of a balance between consumption and happiness, they have to make energy-aware decisions and cooperate with each other.
Keywords: climate change, energy transformation, communication, serious game, adventure

1. Introduction
For developing a game about the energy transition it is important to keep in mind the essential relevance of
energy in our life. Energy is a momentous, global topic. On the one hand, having energy is crucial for production, heating, to power electronic equipment, or for mobility. Lack of energy and the efforts to supply more energy to more people is on the agenda, especially in developing countries. On the other hand, switching energy
resources or even saving energy is a worldwide challenge – especially against the background of issues like climate change and energy security. Many countries are now transitioning their energy systems by building new
renewable power plants and introducing innovative mobility concepts, including the use of electric vehicles.
The german energy transition is a fundamental and rapid process to change the country’s energy system. The
goal is to transform the energy system from producing energy from thermal capacities, such as coal, gas and oil,
to renewable and sustainable resources, such as wind, solar or biomass. Renewable energies had a one-third
share of german electricity consumption in 2016, whereas the share was 3.4 % in 1990 (FMEE 2016a and
2016b). Additionally, the Federal Government of Germany is committed to reducing gross electricity consumption by 10 % by 2020 compared to 2008 consumption, but by 2015 it had achieved only 4 % of its goal (FMEE
2016a). The energy demand within the transport sector is an even greater challenge. While its demands increased by 1.3 % between 2005 and 2015, the goal is to reduce demand by 10 % by 2020. Therefore, the transformation is far more ambitious than changing the electricity system, but needs to address issues of heating and
mobility as well. The energy transformation does affect the daily lives of the public. Subsequently, energy is a
topic in media, picking out uprising conflicts such as changing business models, in distribution of costs and installing new infrastructure. Such conflicts are a practical starting point for game design.
Although more than approximately three quarters of german society support the energy transition (Renewable
Energy Agency 2013, 2016), we conclude that the public needs to actively facilitate and understand the process.
However, we see important challenges in that case (Kreuz 2017). One main challenge for bringing the topic to a
non-expert audience is the transition’s complexity. This complexity derives from technical, economic, social and
time-related constraints as well as relationships. For an in-depth understanding, technical and economic knowledge is needed. Furthermore, certain aspects are not always “right” or “wrong”, but are dependent on specific
perspectives or opinions. This might trigger conflicts and differences of opinions between stakeholders. Furthermore, Grunwald (2014) argues that the Energiewende ’is a social transformation including technological
change but going far beyond’ which ‘includes a complex set of human actors such as […] citizens affected by
side effects of energy technologies and infrastructures and also citizens in their role as the democratic sovereign’
(p. 11).
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Based on these complex and social aspects regarding the path to a future energy system, adequate description
of the related complex topics is vital for understanding. The process needs to be communicated objectively to
the public, whose understanding, acceptance and public support is crucial. Already, the coalition agreement
between the three parties currently forming the german government includes the politically motivated demand
for serious games: ‘Digital games shape the everyday life of many, especially young people in our country. We
honour the diversity of high-quality supply of computer games, especially with educational value […]. We further
want to support that’ (Federal Government 2013). Therefore, serious games might be a proper tool for the given
purpose of communication in this context because players can dive into aspects on their own paths. Based on
this understanding, the game format can be considered as a communication tool. As a structured container for
information, it enables the user to follow elaborate stories. With an information format in mind, the gaming approach may lead to interactive systems such as the hypertext structure in the project “Der Kontext“ (www.derkontext.com), database driven information tools, or like our more artistic approach with interactive narrations.

2. Complexity, design and serious games
As Luhmann (1986) states, functional systems reduce complexity by establishing their own binary codes, in this
case the availability of energy. While these systems tend to self-preservation and to establishing their own conditions, essential aspects are put aside. The reduction of complexity endows us with efficiency. However, we
ignored negative consequences as risks affecting individuals, and ecological harm. The conventional energy
system separated production and consumption of energy. Whereas centrally managed plants incorporated professional expert knowledge, the consumer could just plug in and use their devices. The consumer was set free
and disengaged from responsibility. The energy transition fundamentally shifts this arrangement. Complexity
comes back with new and unimproved proceedings and unreasonable demands (Müller 2014a). The energy
system, before managed in a proven workflow and negotiated political arrangements, now heads towards a
tangled constellation of factors, which the design theorists Rittel and Webber (1973) would call a “wicked” problem. Such situations revoke any definition. Precedence, particularity and manifold independencies complicate
problem solving (Conklin 2009). Systematic correlations, uncertainties and conflicting stakeholder prospects lead
to inconsistent approaches (Lazarus 2010). In the context of a more demanding time-critical background of climate change and the near-sightedness of interests, the problem becomes “super wicked” (Levin 2012). The
problem of climate change continues to worsen as we attempt to regulate it, thus there are fewer oportunities
to find a solution. In addition, new stakeholders and even new categories of stakeholders like next generations
(Jonas 1984) and non-human stakeholders (Singer 1984) are recognized. Stakeholders are both cause and are
capable of solving climate change problems. They have both tangible local demands and face wish to prevent
abstract, global risks. Within this, they face trade-offs (e.g. renewable energy plants vs. wildlife conservation).
For these situations, the solving process can only provide tentative approaches (Roberts 2000) and an erratic
iteration (Mitchell 2008). Any solution comes at the risk of irreversible consequences that limit future operations
(lock-in effect) while the goal must be to preserve a wide scope for action, to sustain the value of options (Hubig
2006).
When dealing with a wicked or super wicked problem, hierarchal top-down methods and case-based reasoning
are insufficient. Instead, an experimental and constructive approach that maintains innovation and collaboration
is needed. This directs to strategies used by authors, artists and designers to create new artefacts. These processes derive their power from a deep insight into the communication processes of the stakeholders. From a
semiotic point of view, it can be argued that pragmatic relations are the key for understanding design (Van den
Boom 1994). Recent trends like design thinking (e.g. Branzaglia 2017) and gamification (Deterding et al. 2011,
Müller 2014b) are deploying the inherent knowledge of designing for general usage. Rather than a toolset for
shaping footage to a useful form, design becomes a service for rethinking a situation and defining workflows
(Müller 2015). Thus, design is an open, creative and experimental process in putting different methods into effect to achieve not foreseen results.
For representing a complex reality as we described, the principles of game design are valuable for motivation
and understanding. But games are diverse. Describing game design has to take in account all sorts of games
and contradictory categorising systems. Thinking of the differences between an adventure and a puzzle game
even reveals that certain aspects such as narration and characters will have a different impact on playing. Apperley (2006) described seven categories of game genres used today: action, adventure, arcade, role-play, strategy,
simulation (sim games) and casual games. While sim games form their own category, serious games can be
found in any of the seven aforementioned categories. Aldrich (2009) defines serious games as the new media of
learning how to know while sim games are defined as the new media of learning how to do. Thus using serious
games we can improve our understanding, and using sim games we can improve our specific skills. Serious
games and sim games always depict a specific part of reality. Thus they form an abstract and operable model.
Using these operable models, the player is able to influence certain parameters, to change initial states and to
profit from building different future scenarios. While specific simulations today are widely used in industry and
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economics, serious games do not yet carry this importance. Simulations show their strength especially in complex situations. Illustrating the energy transition in a fictional small neighbourhood of an urban quarter within an
adventure game might improve the understanding of these complex issues and will benefit users. The game
format preserves complexity by dealing with uncertainty (Costikyan 2013) and, instead of a straightforward reduction to a known approach, it sprouts new narrations.
Gameplay, a term coined for the special user experience, could be used as a key to game design. Four areas of
game design can be identified in compelling games (Rouse 2004, Rogers 2010, Schell 2012) and they also can
be mapped to the four player types of Bartle (1996, see also Yee 2006 and Kallio et al. 2011).
First, game design (and of course design in general) starts by establishing a structured communication process.
It has to take in account the shifting interests of heterogeneous stakeholder assemblies and give them a platform for self-discovery and room for identity. Games might be used as an occasion for communication through
the incorporation of chat rooms and forums. The social-oriented player may find herself also comfortable with
sophisticated and well-funded characters (Ibister 2006) and a branched dialog system. Animated characters
used in games are adopted from ritual role-playing, theatre and film. In games, characters can become more
intimate agents of tentative exploration. Through characters, a game can implement different views and related
communication strategies. They open windows to unfamiliar concepts and guide players as an interface (Lessard
and Arsenaut 2016). They are defining a social sphere of interoperability. By this means, world-building always is
an act of considering reality (McGonigal 2012). The ability of characters to opt for transformation is the key to
the dramatic evolvement of stories (Lotmann 1973). Thus characters are access points into complexity, as memorable human-centered figuration of confusing issues or as guides through complexity and embroilment. Consequently, characters are as well a central concept in our e-transform game.
Second there is the opportunity to dive into an immersive world. Game worlds refer to both, social reality and
media, our second and often more influential reality. The game world may expand to deep diversity and enfold
meaningful situations (Darvasi 2016). Games refer to the user’s abilities of understanding by levels, which are a
framework for the acting of the player and her quests. Portioning the quests into manageable missions is a core
task of game development. Quests may prepare the players for problem solving and raising awareness to the
extent of their attention. Missions inherit pedagogical thinking in appropriate assignments and as active lenses
to what matters. Reducing complexity by level design means to create a rich and compelling structure for interaction.
Third, games have to be fun and provide a constant feedback and reaction while feeling safe. Interactivity establishes a field of resonance for the player’s actions and decisions without harsh consequences. Playing is a sandboxed experience which allows users to discover limits without harm. The gameplay may challenge sensorimotor skills or the power of deduction. Developing games is tied to the need of balancing out the gameplay
between challenge and relief not to cause neither fear, ennui nor frustration by exhaustion. Its goal is to provide
a feeling of flow (Csíkszentmihályi 2008). Reasonable feedback invites the player to stay tuned and remain motivated and active. The challenge is to strengthen engagement the gaming and beyond. The rules of play form a
procedural rhetoric (Bogost 2007) that guides and persuades the player to reduce contingency (or complexity)
by reasonable actions.
Fourth, the feedback system makes it easy to invoke achievements. Game design is able to count the player’s
success by trailing his efforts. This has a social side of never leaving the player alone in the situation. Well-designed gratification systems combine a point system to reward actions with transparent progress to unlock motivation. Achievements are tied to values, thus offering a guide through complexity and orienting the player on
serious issues.

3. The e-transform game
In the context of the aforementioned complex transformation processes, such as the current energy transition,
we cannot use unidimensional choices for action within a serious game. Rather, we need to construct scenarios
which reflect the diversity of opinions and attitudes of stakeholders of the energy transition (e.g. the different
preferences for goals of the transition process, see e.g. Kreuz 2016, 2017 and Joas et al. 2016). In particular, the
social dimension of the energy transition is multifaceted because of different perspectives and appreciations.
Consequently, the characters within the e-transform game constitute a team, which includes diverse backgrounds. This team helps the user draw links with the various needs and wants. It helps to understand contradictory views by following the characters’ expectations and requirements. Individual biographies with distinct
experiences, knowledge and attitudes give insights into iconic facets of the transition.
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To connect facts and fiction in our game environment in a constructive way, we based our game development
on our social research into the energy transition. In particular, the stakeholder interviews by Claus Kaelber, a
researcher in the generic e-transform research project (with the support of Eugenia Umerkajew and Sebastian
Kreuz), gave revealing insights into different stakeholders (see e.g. Hipp et al. 2016). These outcomes had been
categorised and classified according to the media user type model (Öhmischen and Schröter 2011). Claus Kaelber and other team members (Katharina Kasarinow, Joachim Sommer) sketched out five types of actors which
are open-minded towards the energy transition. These ideal types were then envisioned as personas (Adlin and
Pruitt 2010 ) in an intertwined narration.
The e-transform serious game – concept and supervising by Jens Müller (Müller et al. 2017), energy-related con tent by Sebastian Kreuz and Felix Müsgens (Müsgens and Kreuz 2014, Kreuz 2016, 2017) – is based on a modular concept. The idea is to show 24 hours in the life of a character. We started with five personas developed by
Claus Kaelber (2014). After we liaised with a Munich based communal planning team which planned a future
creative quarter, we adopted this quarter – a modern urban place – as the setting of our game. Although the
quarter has not been build yet, it gave us a foundation for shaping the characters and their behaviour with some
authentic grounding. The game world could be linked to a believable community in a typical urban environment
with local shops and attractive places to work and relax. This setting deploys a sophisticated urban view onto
the world, with the sometimes neurotic behaviour of close neighbourhood, with individuality and self-expression
and the hopes and expectations of dwellers from different milieus. In our game, we focused on typical locations
which are closely connected to the individual characters, distinguishing and explaining their whims and habits.
The nucleus of the e-transform game is eight characters interacting in the neighbourhood inside the urban
quarter. The quarter proclaims to have a high standard of sustainability, energy saving and usage of renewable
energies, furthermore claiming a high integration of social services, cultural places and spaces for creativity,
hence the name “creative quarter“. Here, particularly engaged and open-minded people come to live. This is
the perfect niche for the five transition-friendly types which evolved from the theoretical survey. Two of such
types made it into our game, the journalist named Julie and the IT specialist named Max. We completed the set
for our episode with other typical inhabitants of the urban quarter to add variety and contrast to their mind sets
and backgrounds. During character design (graphics by Florian Pömmerl, animation by Mike Zauner), in addition
to the foundation of the media user types by Öhmischen and Schröter (2011) we used other concepts for defining character sets. We considered the new humans (Lepp 1999), the sins and virtues (Ernst 2014), the temperaments (Adler 2007), the depth psychological types (Riemann 2007), the social characters (Fromm 1932), the archetypes (Propp 1986, Campbell 2011, Vogler 1998), the OCEAN model (Asendorpf and Neyer 1996) and the
team roles (Belbin 2010). Due to mostly related origins, the different models could be considered as complimentary ways to sharpen a character’s non-diegetic background and its appearance in the game (Müller 2016).
While these theories focus on the human actors, they complementarily reflect individuals’ living conditions. The
dynamic conflict between characters, their coexistence and path taken throughout the game facilitates change.
Figure 1: Assets of the serious game
The fictional player character Julie is drawn as a French correspondent. She discovers an illegal manipulation to
the solar installation at her apartment building. Her perspective on the german Energiewende is driven by admiration of political empowerment. She perceives the transformation as a democratic process towards self-determination in the paradigm of enlightenment and emancipation. She tries to stay in contact with all her clients
and family. Her international travel conflicts her with her goal to save energy. She is always on the run, feeling
freedom from the boring routines of fixed employment contracts. On the other hand, she is kept busy by parallel jobs. Indeed Julie is an ubiquitous voyager, in her restlessness feeling at home everywhere and nowhere, but
her actual place to rest is her flat in the quarter, where she retreats to concentrate on writing up her investigations.
Her neighbour Max is a successful IT expert. Max is also one of the five types from our preliminary research. He
supports the energy transition not only as an expert but also because he believes in smart technical solutions for
all challenges. In his opinion, the energy transition is a necessary step away from old-fashioned techniques. His
optimism towards the blessings of digital technology fascinates Julie. But in his rational thinking, even life is a
puzzle of right choices and relationships. He already has a job, a new apartment, and now he is looking for a
partner finds women difficult to understand. However, he does furnish his new apartment in preparation for future family living.
The waitress Semira contrasts the intellectual forwardness of Julie and Max. She is trying to manage the day.
Getting her things done doe not leave her time to deal with the energy debate. Instead, she feels dedicated to
the small steps in her immediate surrounding. Her thoughts do not reach the lofty goals of mankind. Instead she
recognises all the obvious troubles with the people and situations around her. Someone has to fix things and
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she feels responsible. Semira’s place is her cafe, which she manages and which is unique in connecting the
guests and characters of the game.
Another practical talented character is Dieter. He lives a frugal live, disliking extravagance and waste and, as
facility manager, he has the power to reduce wastage and suppress changes. In addition to his influential role in
the underground control centre and from his subtle management of services, he is able and willing to make a
local but substantial contribution to the Energiewende. In his view, the energy transition is all about energy saving. Dieter’s base is his janitor's office but he also has access to otherwise hidden places like the roof. All the
building’s services – water, electricity and the lifts – are dependent on his maintenance. He is aware of the impact of neglecting his duties and the power he has.
For the activist Hartmut, the energy transition is a political issue, fitting in which his fight against centralism towards decentralised and democratic structures. He makes people aware of the need for increased global solidarity and to stand up for their rights. He believes in the power of arguments, distributed by paper. In the game
episode, he tries to involve everyone else in contributing to his district magazine. Hartmut’s base camp for action is his copy shop, where he invites fellow campaigners for editorial meetings.
A more stylish character is travel agent Victoria, who loves shopping and entertaining. Nevertheless, she is convinced by the energy transition, because it promises a cleaner and healthier world. She loves change but it
should not truncate her consumer-oriented lifestyle. Her conflict, driven by her profession selling holiday flights,
is to maintain luxury while compensating for the side effects. She rejects requests for abstinence and restrictions.
For her, economic prosperity is the key to a good life. Her travel agency is a place to spawn dreams of luxury
and consumption, a hub for ecologically problematic desires.
Student Fabian rejects the optimistic view of the aforementioned characters and disbelieves in the energy transition. He thinks it is all too late for a turn around, there is no hope because the moral plea from efforts like Hartmut’s engagement will lead to nothing and trail away without any resonance. He believes that the reality too
cumbersome to change and feels that he has no power to make an impact. He sees no point of action while the
big wheel works are moving. Fabian, thrown out of his girlfriend’s home, is looking where to stay, a status describing his actual phase of life.
Finally, the homeless Josha is wondering about the other characters. As most of the others, he is convinced by
certain aspects of rethinking the energy sector but he has given up and lost all influence in causing change. Regardless, he intends to challenge society’s convictions in a fundamental way. With his radically different living
situation compared to all other characters, he casts doubt on the certainty and conventions of modern sustainable life, measuring it against a fundamental humanity. He is homeless, his habitat is the street, where all character’s game paths are crossing. The outcast, who plays no role anymore, stays in the spatial centre.
In accordance with our findings, the characters’ motivations are very different, causing conflicts when they meet
in locations of their neighbourhood and try to collaborate. To exemplify this, Berlin-based playwright Volker Lüdecke (2017) created a rich story for the game. In alternative branches, the story outlines the character’s daily
life. They became entangled in intricate, “wicked” contradictions. It was an interesting challenge to transform
the story from its original stage version, employing all the standards and tricks of dramatics to the possibilities of
a user-driven gameplay. This was managed in a collaborative workshop, a format necessary to bring together all
the special knowledge in dramatics and game development into a creative artistic production process. Every
sentence has its stage direction, which is coded directly as a game script. While the stage version is a readable
story, the game version is encoded as a computer readable CSV-file. This allows the author to easily change the
story by editing it inside a spreadsheet application. After a technical revision by the programmer, this script
drives the characters in the game. The chat-like dialogue system animates the player as they make situational
decisions. Good life and/or environmental concerns are a key to develop the story from the players’ perspective.
The underlying achievement system demands weighing “happiness” against “CO2-stock”, the latter as an indicator for the aspect of energy and climate protection. Therefore, the user has the challenge to increase happiness
while paying attention to her individual CO2-stock. Furthermore, users have to successfully fulfil missions. In this
respect, establishing a good relationship between all the characters helps to accomplish the tasks. The gameplay (programming by Faruq Suriaganda) makes it easier to finish with success by cooperating with each other.
The sound (concept and realisation by Benedikt Möller) and music by (Danijel Zambo) bolsters the immersive
atmosphere of the game. A dedicated musical theme accompanies every character.

4. Conclusion
With the big challenges regarding the energy transition in mind, such as complexity and required public understanding, we established a serious game related to the energy transition process from a german perspective.
The game shows the difficulty of heterogeneous stakeholders with different interests and goals. While a hetero-
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geneous box of communication tools can be used like homepages, infographics, movies etc., formats that also
had been produced by the e-transform team (www.e-transform.org), serious games are one of the most difficult
formats to produce. Serious games are a proper tool to express different individual viewpoints concerning complex transition processes like the energy transition, which need to be communicated and understood.
Further research might focus on the improvement and continuing development of tools to relay knowledge to
lay people without conveying opinions, but showing openly the wide range of preferences, trade-offs and contradictions in comparable processes. In bringing together a team of researchers (communication scientists, social scientists and economists), artists (animation, game design, music and writing) and software engineers, there
was an on-going discussion of methods and roles. It worked best in our joint workshops, when we worked on
defined challenges of the game like the dialog system and were forced to explain ourselves the disciplinary
mode of operation. We established tools for collaboration that work intuitively for all participants, e.g. a table of
dialog lines, fed by the game author, complemented with instructions by the level designer and implemented
into the engine by the programmer. Overall, the convergence of research and visualization/narration in the demanding format of a serious game seems to be an appropriate way for preserving complexity while establishing
awareness and sensitivity for a momentous subject – and give hints through engaging missions for alternative
actions.
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